Arrest Made in Bank Robbery

Yesterday, November 12, shortly after 4 p.m., a Harlow Road area resident called the Eugene Police Department to report a suspicious subject in their neighborhood who was seen running through backyards. Police responded and contacted Jeremie Wesley Skordahl, 33-year-old Eugene man who was covered in mud. Astute officers realized the subject matched the physical description of the suspect who robbed the US Bank at 311 Coburg Road, just a short distance away, earlier in the day.

When officer’s compared Skordahl to the high-quality video surveillance provided by US Bank, they concluded he was in fact the robbery suspect and took him custody. Skordahl was lodged at the Lane County Jail on the charge of Robbery in the Second Degree.

The incident highlights the importance of alert area citizens notifying the police when something suspicious is observed in their area and illustrates the benefit of having a functional, high-quality video security system.

To report suspicious circumstances contact the Eugene Police non-emergency number at 541.682.5111.

###

Previous Release:

Robbery II
Case #12-20450

**SUMMARY:** Eugene police responded to a robbery at the US Bank branch inside the Albertson’s grocery store located at 311 Coburg Road in Eugene. The robbery was reported at 11:49 am on November 12, 2012.

The suspect presented a demand note and left the scene with an undisclosed amount of money prior to police arrival. Eugene police officers and forensics technicians processed the scene for evidence and were able to obtain the below images of the suspect.

The suspect was described as a white male, mid-thirties, approximately 6’2”, approximately 200 lbs, brown hair, tattoo or scar on right side of neck, stubble and a goatee. He was wearing a dark jacket with white stripes down the sleeves and blue jeans.
Anyone with information related to this crime should contact Eugene Police at 541-682-5111.